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OVERVIEW 
This workshop will explore the ways that travel as a trope in early modern English literature 
situates women in new geographical and cultural spaces. With relocation comes both the 
necessity and opportunity to construct and present oneself within new social norms. 
Characters frequently take advantage of this situation to remake themselves in a way that 
revises or even directly confronts the limitations of life at “home.” We welcome discussion 
of a wide variety of texts that test the boundaries of individual agency in these processes 
(including, but not limited to, Romances, travel narratives, and dramatic texts). 
 
GUIDING QUESTIONS 
What is the impetus for these women’s travel to new lands? 
How do these “strange” women choose to change themselves? How do their new identities 

empower or limit them?  
Most importantly, what do these choices communicate about the societal structures in which 

these women are living and/or traveling to?  
In addition, since these works were created at a time when issues of religion and race where 

becoming more paramount, if present, how do different cultural appropriations influence 
the portrayal of women in foreign lands?  

How are women a contested and liminal body for defining and redefining nationalistic 
ideals?  

How do these works challenge or reinforce developing perceptions as they (at times) act in 
domestic roles while outside of inherently domestic spaces? 

How do we understand identity/identities without place (without the anchor of home/land)? 
Or perhaps, how do we understand an identity of space, not place?  

Women travel to pastoral havens as seen in Winter’s Tale or Arcadia, or to hostile territory as 
in Fair Maid of the West. Does the nature of the departure impact the new identity taken 
on?  

How does the location impact the genre conventions of these texts? 
Does situating women in an uncommon genre achieve the same thing as geographical 

location?  
 
READINGS 
Patricia Fumerton’s book Unsettled: The Culture of Mobility and the Working Poor in Early Modern 
England (2006) focuses on the unique social position (or positions) held by the working and 
itinerant poor. In her fourth chapter “Unsettled Subjectivity,” she outlines a theory of 



identity that she calls “multividualism.” Drawing on Judith Butler’s idea of performativity, 
this posits subjectivity as dependent on place—whether that is physical, social, cultural, or 
religious. Although her argument works specifically with issues of class, can we employ 
Fumerton’s schema to understand issues of gender and/or social position for women 
travelers? Helen Hackett’s, “Suffering Saints or Ladies Errant?” provides a literary 
counterbalance to Fumerton’s Unsettled, focusing exclusively on fictional female travelers. It 
too delves into the limitations and freedoms afforded the traveling woman and the 
possibility for identity (or identities) transformation.  
 
Hackett, Helen. “Suffering Saints or Ladies Errant? Women Who Travel for Love in 
Renaissance Prose Fiction.” The Yearbook of English Studies 41.1 (2011): 126-140.  
 
Fumerton. Patricia. Unsettled: The Culture of Mobility and the Working Poor in Early Modern 
England.  University of Chicago Press, 2006 

Chapter 4: Unsettled Subjectivity (47-62) 
 
SUGGESTED READINGS 
We recommend, should time permit, reading Chapter 3 of Fumerton’s Unsettled first, as it has 
many examples of mobile/itinerant/traveling women that are both fascinating and relevant 
to our workshop. The rest of the readings offer different approaches to travel itself, and to 
women’s barriers and opportunities to travel.  
 
Baker, David J. “My Liquid Journey”: The Frontispiece to Coryat’s Crudities (1611).” 
Environment and Embodiement in Early Modern England. Ed. Mary Floyd-Wilson and Garrett A. 
Sullivan, Jr. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007. 118-136. 
 
Davis, Lloyd. “Self Representation and Travel Autobiographies in Early Modern England.” 
Mapping the Self: Space, Identity, Discourse in British Auto/Biography. Ed. Frederic Regard. Saint-
Etienne, France: Publications de l’Universite de Saint-Etienne, 2003. 55-72.  
 
Fumerton. Patricia. Unsettled: The Culture of Mobility and the Working Poor in Early Modern 
England.  University of Chicago Press, 2006: Chapter 3: Disguising the Working Poor (33-46) 
 
McRae, Andrew. “Tourism: Celia Fiennes and Her Context.” Literature and Domestic Travel in 
Early Modern England. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009. 174-209.  
 
Quoss-Moore, Rebecca M. “Domestic Economy and Domestic Security: The English 
Housewife and her Nation.” Appositions: Studies in Renaissance/Early Modern Literature and 
Culture, vol. 9, 2016, pp. 21-34. 

 
 
STRUCTURE AND PROCESS 
After distributing the common and suggested readings, we will ask participants to submit the 
titles of primary texts that they would like to discuss in light of the essays. Based on 



responses, we will create smaller groups around related text for initial discussion. Using a 
platform like WordPress, we will give each group a set of guiding questions, and ask them to 
structure their responses in blog posts preceding the dates of the conference. During the 
workshop meeting in June, we will use these post as jumping off places to begin our 
discussion and engage the larger trends.  
 
OUTCOME AND PURPOSE 
We hope our discussion will help us better understand how much flexibility ideas like 
gender, class, and nationality had for Tudor/Stuart audience and how much agency 
individuals had with regard to them, especially when divorced from the restrictions of home 
communities. This will also give us insight into the anxieties and hopes they held for an 
expanding age of global trade and travel.  
 
Our proposal’s focus on women in foreign lands intersects a multitude of Attending to Early 
Modern Women’s thematic concerns, including exploring women embedded in 
foreign/cultural conflicts, reframing, establishing, and expressing their identities, constraints 
on women in foreign spaces and how those women might articulate their sexuality, and 
mercantile and consumer practices. This topic invites further exploration of non-human or 
super-human foreign settings and considerations of material culture for women who travel 
or settle in foreign spaces.  
 
LIKELY TEXTS FOR DISCUSSION 
Sidney, Arcadia 
Spenser, The Faerie Queene 
Shakespeare,  Othello 

Pericles 
The Winter’s Tale 

  Merchant of Venice 
 Twelfth Night 
 Tempest 
 

Heywood, The Fair Maid of the West 
More, Utopia 
Jonson, Volpone 
Cavendish, The Blazing World 
Middleton and Dekker, The Roaring Girl 
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Suffering Saints or Ladies Errant?
Women Who Travel for Love in 

Renaissance Prose Fiction
HELEN HACKETT

University College London

Renaissance prose Þction needed to make women travel. How else were they to
have adventures, risk sexual danger, get rescued, tempt men, or prove their
virtue? Travel produces stories: it both creates encounters between characters,
and separates characters to produce multiple interlaced narrative strands.

Yet the relation of  women to travel was problematic. The message of  many
prescriptive Renaissance texts was that the virtuous woman stays at home. As
the Puritan preacher Henry Smith wrote in his conduct book A Preparative to
Marriage:
Lastly, wee call the Wife, Huswife, that is, house wife, not a street wife like Thamar, nor a
Þeld wife like Dinah, but a house wife, to shew that a good wife keepes her house: and
therefore Paule biddeth Titus to exhort women that they be chast, and keeping at home:
presently after Chast, he saith, keeping at home, as though Home were Chastities keeper.1

According to such admonitions, a woman who strays from home is one who errs,
in every sense of  the word. The well-known portrait of  a chambermaid in
Thomas Overbury�s Characters implies that for a woman to travel even in imag-
ination is alarmingly hazardous: �she reads Greenes works over and over, but is
so carried away with the Myrrour of  Knighthood, she is many times resolv�d to run
out of  her selfe, and become a Ladie Errant�. ConÞrming that her imagined
wanderings are sexual as well as geographical, we are also told that �she hath a
good liking to dwell ith Countrey, but she holdes London, the goodliest Forrest
in England, to shelter a great Bellie�; and that �if  she catch a clap, she divides it
so equally betweene the Maister and the Servingman, as if  she had cut out the
getting of  it by a Threed�.2 For a woman to travel, then, is for her to jeopardize
her virtue.

How, therefore, to get women on the move? Women who travel in prose
Þction frequently do so for love, a mission that simultaneously justiÞes their
travels and renders them suspect. A woman on a love quest may be praised for
her devotion and Þdelity, and for her endurance of  hardships in pursuit of  her

1 Henry Smith, A Preparative to Marriage (London: R. Field for Thomas Man, 1591), p. 79.
2 Thomas Overbury (attrib.), New and Choise Characters of  Severall Authors, 6th edn (London: Thomas Creede for

Laurence Lisle, 1615), sigs J4v� J5r.
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destined husband; but she is also morally disruptive in her determination to
pursue her own sexual desires. In many cases she assumes male disguise to gain
freedom of  travel, and this compounds her moral ambiguity.

The two main types of  cross-dressed female travellers are the warrior woman
and the female page. The warrior woman is found in verse romances, such as
Bradamant in Orlando Furioso and Britomart in The Faerie Queene, but also occurs
in prose Þctions such as Amadis de Gaule and The Mirror of  Knighthood. Her
 masculine armour is obviously transgressive, but at the same time conforms to
models of  feminine propriety, as an emblem of  militant chastity. As the Elder
Brother says of  chastity in Comus, �She that has that, is clad in complete steel�.3
Moreover, the warrior woman is rarely an alarming Amazonian separatist: she
is often softened by chaste love and a wifely destiny, as in the cases of  Bradamant,
Britomart, and Claridiana (in The Mirror of  Knighthood). Orlando Furioso represents
Bradamant�s armour as a penance borne for love, more than a source of
freedom and pleasure: �Long travell and great paine she had endured | And rid
alone her lover to have found�. It also emphasizes her exceptional virtue, antic-
ipating that we might doubt this in a cross-dressed travelling woman: �In whose
rare minde no noble part did want, | So full of  value and so voyd of  vice�.4
Bradamant�s Þrst appearance, before we even know her to be a woman, is as a
champion of  female chastity, when she interrupts Sacrapant as he prepares to
rape the lady in his care, and defeats him in combat (I. 60). Nevertheless, the
efforts that authors made to reassure the reader of  the warrior woman�s
 femininity and virtue bespeak the fact that she always inevitably remains un -
settlingly aggressive and unfeminine. Warrior women often triumph over male
opponents in combat; as in the case of  Bradamant�s victory over Sacrapant, or
that of Spenser�s Radigund over Artegall,5 this may arise as much from a
failure of masculinity as from female strength, but nevertheless it is a graphic
 expression of  the warrior woman�s disturbing inversion of  the proper gender
hierarchy.

The female page is an equally complex Þgure. As a servant, she places herself
in proper submission to a man; a pageboy is already a subordinate and effemi-
nized Þgure. Her disguise is often adopted as a safeguard against sexual threats,
and thereby conÞrms her purity and unwavering dedication to her beloved, as
she endures the martyrdom of  being close to him yet unable to speak her love.
In fact the female page, while gaining the freedom to travel with her beloved,
nevertheless Þnds herself  in an impasse wherein marriage and consummation is

HELEN HACKETT 127

3 John Milton, �A Masque Presented at Ludlow Castle�, in Complete Shorter Poems, ed. by John Carey (London:
Longman, 1971), p. 197, l. 420.

4 Ludovico Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, trans. by John Harington (1591), ed. by Robert McNulty (Oxford:
 Clarendon Press, 1972), II. 33, 31. Subsequent references are to this edition (designated �OF �) and will be given
in the text.

5 Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, ed. by A. C. Hamilton (Harlow: Pearson, 2001), V. 5.
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impossible. Even so, the intimacy that the female page achieves with her beloved
may compromise her chastity, and often mobilizes unruly love confusions and
homoerotic desires, as the beloved develops feelings for his �boy� page and
women are attracted to this pretty �boy�. Moreover, although the female page
may seek to protect and assert her virginity, her disguise and her travel render
this a disturbing �active virginity�, as Richard Halpern has termed it. He writes
that Amazons and nymphs of  Diana, with whom we might group the female
page in her pursuit of  sexual autonomy,
withhold their sexuality in ways that make them independent, strange, and frightening
to men. All of  these Þgures mark the point at which virginity ceases to denote submis-
sion and begins to denote revolt, at which puriÞcation becomes danger. In all of  these
cases, moreover, active virginity is marked by wandering, which contrasts with the stasis
of  domestic life.6

Kathleen Coyne Kelly and Marina Leslie conÞrm that �the virgin [. . .] can be
seen alternately or even simultaneously as menaced and menacing�. This
ambivalence is intensiÞed when a woman takes her virginity on the road.7

Both the warrior woman and the female page, then, are transgressive and
morally ambiguous. These disguises also associate travelling women with
 duplicity, as manifested in their participation in plots involving doubles and
mistaken identity. The cross-dressing female traveller combines geographical
mobility with mobility of  gender and identity, and thereby contributes to the
general moral complexity and instability of  much Renaissance prose Þction. She
is at once troubling and essential to the genre.

The page-heroine of  Barnabe Riche�s �Of  Apolonius and Silla� is a good
example. She leaves home because she is �outraged with the extremity of  her
passion� for the indifferent Apolonius, and so pursues him from her father�s court
on Cyprus to his own at Constantinople.8 Thus far she appears to be a Þgure of
disobedience �  secretly leaving her father�s house with a servant whom she
makes a co-conspirator �  and of  unchastity and rashness. The sexual vulner-
ability into which desire has led her is conÞrmed when a ship�s captain attempts
to rape her at sea. However, from this point on, her virtue increasingly comes
to the fore. She resists the captain because of  her chastity and the purity of  her
love for Apolonius, and she �rue[s] her rash attempt� in running away, accept-
ing her culpability. She understands the captain�s assault as divine retribution for

128 Women Who Travel for Love in Renaissance Prose Fiction

6 Richard Halpern, �Puritanism and Maenadism in A Mask�, in Rewriting the Renaissance: The Discourses of  Sexual
Difference in Early Modern Europe, ed. by Margaret W. Ferguson, Maureen Quilligan, and Nancy J. Vickers
(Chicago: University of  Chicago Press, 1986), pp. 88� 105 (p. 94).

7 Kathleen Coyne Kelly and Marina Leslie, �Introduction: The Epistemology of  Virginity�, in Menacing Virgins:
Representing Virginity in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, ed. by Kelly and Leslie (Newark: University of  Delaware
Press, 1999), pp. 15� 30 (p. 16).

8 Barnabe Riche, His Farewell to Military Profession (1581), ed. by Donald Beecher (Ottawa: Dovehouse, 1992),
p. 183. Subsequent references are to this edition (designated �FMP�) and will be given in the text.
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her misdeed, and seeks to make atonement: she prepares to kill herself  rather
than yield, and prays to God, �craving pardon for her sins� (pp. 185� 86). God
responds with a storm and shipwreck that preserve both her virginity and her
life, and hereafter she becomes a martyr for love. Her motive for adopting male
disguise is much clearer than that of  Viola in Shakespeare�s treatment of  the
story in Twelfth Night: it is �that, being taken for a man, she might pass through
the country in the better safety� (pp. 186� 87). Her male disguise, then, is almost
like a suit of  armour to protect her virginity. And when, after long vicissitudes
and love confusions at the court of  Apolonius, her true sex is Þnally revealed,
Apolonius acclaims her self-displacement and self-abasement in the cause of
love as a miracle and an act of  martyrdom. Despite her courtly upbringing,
she has:
prodigally adventure[d] yourself, neither fearing mishaps nor misliking to take such
pains as I know you have not been accustomed unto [. . .] O liberality never heard of
before! O fact that can never be sufÞciently rewarded! O true love most pure and
unfeigned! (p. 200)

Silla in her boy disguise calls herself  after her brother Silvio, and attracts
Julina, the equivalent of  Shakespeare�s Olivia. When the real Silvio arrives in
town and Julina mistakes him for the disguised Silla, Riche has them sleep
together, with the result that Julina, �feeding too much of  some one dish above
the rest, received a surfeit whereof  she could not be cured in forty weeks after�
(FMP, p. 191) �  a remark typical of  the insinuating asides that Riche addresses
to gentlewomen readers throughout His Farewell to Military Profession, the volume
in which �Of  Apolonius and Silla� appeared. Julina charges Silla with paternity,
and is deeply shamed when the putative father reveals her true sex: �And here-
withal, loosing his garments down to his stomach, [. . .] showed Julina his breasts
and pretty teats surmounting the whiteness of  snow itself � (FMP, p. 199). Readers
familiar with the story from Twelfth Night are often startled by the prominence of
the body and sexuality in Riche�s narration. Yet this plot motif  �  the false
 accusation of  paternity �  conÞrms that behind the characterization of  Silla lies
a long  tradition of  female hagiography.

The Golden Legend or Legenda Aurea, the medieval anthology of  saints� lives,
continued to be known after the Reformation through Caxton�s widely circulat-
ing edition of  1483. It was regarded as a source of  improbable Þctions: the actor
and playwright Nathan Field derided an unlikely tale as like something �out of
Legenda Aurea�.9 For a post-Reformation readership, then, these saints� lives were
primarily entertaining stories of  fantastical events; and for authors of  secular
prose Þction they were a rich source available for plunder. They offered a

HELEN HACKETT 129

9 Quoted in Antonia Southern, Player, Playwright and Preacher’s Kid: The Story of  Nathan Field, 1587–1620 (London:
Athena, 2009), p. 178.
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number of  examples of  women who adopted male disguise to travel. Saints
Marina, Theodora, Eugenia, Pelagia, and Margaret (known as Pelagius) all left
their homes and assumed masculine dress and identity in order to become
monks; three of  these (Marina, Theodora, and Margaret Pelagius) were each
accused of  fathering a child.10 St Eugenia was charged with rape by a woman
who had unsuccessfully tried to seduce him/her, and proved his/her innocence
with a gesture clearly imitated by Silla: �And thenne she tooke her cote | and
rente it unto her gyrdel above | and sayd | that she was a woman | as it apperyd�
(LA, fol. 289r).

St Eugenia�s dramatic gesture is unique to her story, but there are several
other motifs that recur in these saints� lives. The initial � ight from home and
adoption of  male disguise is always a mark of  piety and virtue. St Margaret
Pelagius is compelled by her family to marry, but � ees from the wedding night
and becomes a monk to preserve her virginity:
And at mydnyght she commaunded her to god | And cut of  her heer | | and clad her
in thabyte of  a man And � edde fro thennes to a monasterye of  Monkes | And dyd so
calle her broder pelagyen | and ther was receyved of  thabbot | and dylygently instruct
and tauyt | And she helde her self  there holyly | and relygyously. (LA, fol. 318r)

St Theodora, a married woman, � ees and adopts male disguise as a penance for
adultery; St Pelagia does so to atone for her former life as a wealthy courtesan.
The three cross-dressed saints who are charged with fathering children meekly
accept the accusation and welcome the opportunity for further penance, main-
taining their disguise until death. Even St Eugenia, who so arrestingly reveals
her female body, at Þrst seems inclined to suffer ignominy: she says of  the woman
who has falsely accused her of  rape, �hit is better to us to suffre | than she sholde
be vaynquysshed and pugnysshed | And that the fruyt of  our pacyence perysshe
not� (fol. 289r).

All these saintly Þgures, suffering in silence, stand behind Silla, and in turn
behind the imaginary sister of  Shakespeare�s Viola, who famously �never told
her love�, but �sat like patience on a monument, | Smiling at grief �.11 Women
who travelled and cross-dressed because of  their love of  Christ mutate, in the

130 Women Who Travel for Love in Renaissance Prose Fiction

10 Jacobus de Voragine, Legenda Aurea, trans. by William Caxton (London: Caxton, 1483), fols 97v, 180v� 181r,
210r� 211r, 288v� 289v, 317r� 318v. Subsequent references to the Legenda Aurea are to this version (designated �LA�)
and will be given in the text. On the continuing in� uence of  medieval hagiography on female heroism in
Renaissance literature see Lisa Jardine, Still Harping on Daughters: Women and Drama in the Age of  Shakespeare (Hemel
Hempstead: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1983), pp. 187� 89; Michael Shapiro, Gender in Play on the Shakespearean Stage:
Boy Heroines and Female Pages (Ann Arbor: University of  Michigan Press, 1994), pp. 207� 09; Helen Hackett, �The
Torture of  Limena: Sex and Violence in Lady Mary Wroth�s Urania�, in Voicing Women: Gender and Sexuality in
Early Modern Writing, ed. by Kate Chedgzoy, Melanie Hansen, and Suzanne Trill (Keele: Keele University
Press, 1996), pp. 93� 110; Lorraine Helms, �The Saint in the Brothel�, in Seneca by Candlelight and Other Stories of
Renaissance Drama (Philadelphia: University of  Pennsylvania Press, 1997), pp. 76� 100; and Helen Hackett,
Women and Romance Fiction in the English Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), passim.

11 William Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, in The Norton Shakespeare, ed. by Stephen Greenblatt and others (New
York: Norton, 1997), II. 5. 109� 14.
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wake of  the Reformation, into women who travel and cross-dress because of
their love of  a man. This at once elevates true love to the level of  a religious
calling, rendering the female pages of  secular Þction saintlike, and casts over
them a shadow of  worldly sinfulness, since it is, after all, erotic love, not religious
devotion, that drives them on.

Indeed, the cross-dressing women of  the Legenda Aurea had a contemporary
countertype, who is also a vestigial presence in Renaissance Þctions of  cross-
dressed female travellers. This is Pope Joan, the apocryphal woman, who,
according to Boccaccio�s account, began as a female page:
eam virginem a scolastico iuvene dilectam, quem adeo dilexisse ferunt ut, posita
 verecundia virginali atque pavore femineo, clam e domo patris effugeret, et amasium
adolescentis in habitu et mutato sequeretur nomine.
while still a maiden, she became the sweetheart of  a youthful student. Reportedly she
loved him so much that, casting aside virginal modesty and feminine timidity, she � ed
in secret from her father�s house. Changing her name and dressing as a young man, she
followed her lover.12

Her lover dies, but she is so enamoured of  the student life that she retains her
disguise as a male scholar and rises to become pope, only to succumb to female
lust, fall pregnant, and give birth suddenly in the midst of  a papal procession.
Her male disguise sets her on a downward slope to sacrilege, fornication, and
shameful public exposure.13 The difference between Joan and her saintly sisters
in the Legenda Aurea, of  course, is that she adopts male disguise for love of  a man,
not love of  God �  but this is the case too with her descendants like Silla in
Renaissance prose Þction. Just as their martyrdom for love is elevated by
 association with their saintly antecedents, so at the same time it is potentially
sullied by association with the deplorable example of  Pope Joan.

John Donne emphasizes the erotic appeal of  the female page in Elegy 11,
where the speaker dissuades his mistress from disguising herself  to travel abroad
with him. He argues that outward disguise might lead to inner inconstancy, then
contends that her true femaleness will reveal itself  anyway:

Dissemble nothing, not a boy, nor change
Thy body�s habit, nor mind�s; be not strange
To thy self  only; all will spy in thy face
A blushing womanly discovering grace.

In fact, whether her true sex becomes apparent or not, she will be a sexual
magnet:

HELEN HACKETT 131

12 Giovanni Boccaccio, Famous Women [De mulieribus claris], ed. and trans. by Virginia Brown (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2001), pp. 438� 39.

13 See Alain Boureau, The Myth of  Saint Joan, trans. by Lydia G. Cochrane (Chicago: University of  Chicago
Press, 2001).
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Men of  France
[. . .]
Will quickly know thee, and know thee; and alas
Th�indifferent Italian, as we pass
His warm land, well content to think thee page,
Will haunt thee, with such lust and hideous rage
As Lot�s fair guests were vexed.14

We may sense the speaker�s own arousal at the erotic ambiguity of  his imagined
female page, anticipating Sebastian�s words of  relish to his cross-dressed eloping
mistress in The Roaring Girl: �Methinks a woman�s lip tastes well in a doublet�.15

Hence it follows that when Sidney introduces cross-dressed female travellers
in the New Arcadia, he works hard to emphasize their virtue. Parthenia becomes
a warrior woman only to avenge the death of  her husband Argalus. Although
she is mortally defeated in the combat with his killer Amphialus, she wins the
moral victory through the beauty of  her death. First her helmet is taken off  to
reveal her true sex:
But the headpiece was no sooner off  but that there fell about the shoulders of  the
overcome knight the treasure of  fair golden hair which, with the face (soon known by
the badge of  excellency) witnessed that it was Parthenia, the unfortunately virtuous wife
of  Argalus.16

This recalls the revelation of  Bradamant�s sex in Orlando Furioso:
Now when the Ladie did disarme her hed,
Off  with her helmet came her little call,
And all her haire her shoulders over spred,
And both her sex and name was knowne withal
And wonder great and admiration bred
In them that saw her make three Princes fall;
For why, she shewd to be in all their sight
As faire in face as she was Þerce in Þght.
[. . .]
as the Sunne that in a cloud did bide
When that is gone doth clearer seeme to growe,
So Bradamant when as her head was barest
Her culler and her beutie seemed rarest. (OF, XXXII. 74� 75)17

In both cases the release of  the golden hair and dazzling beauty from the encase-
ment of  armour is experienced by onlookers as an astonishing and miraculous
revelation of  truth.
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14 John Donne, �Elegy 11: On his Mistress�, in Selected Poetry, ed. by John Carey (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1996), p. 33.

15 Thomas Middleton and Thomas Dekker, The Roaring Girl (1611), ed. by Paul A. Mulholland (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1987), IV. 1. 47.

16 Sir Philip Sidney, The Countess of  Pembroke’s Arcadia, ed. by Maurice Evans (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1977),
p. 528. Hereafter this work will be referred to as the New Arcadia (designated �NA�) and page numbers will be
given in the text.

17 Sidney could not have known Harington�s 1591 translation, but it is worth comparing as a near-
 contemporary interpretation.
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In Parthenia�s case, since her female body is revealed only in death, there is
another antecedent too: the Legenda Aurea. St Marina�s death is typical for a
cross-dressed female martyr:
alle thynges he dyd pacyently and devoutely | and at the laste beyng ful of  vertuous lyf
she deyed and departed out of  this world | Whan they shold take up the body and
wasshe it for to dispose hyt to be buryed | they sawe that she was a woman.

The response of  onlookers is shock, then re� ection on their own sinfulness, then
penitence:
alle they were astonyed and aferde | and knowleched that they had tr[e]spaced gretely
in the servaunte of god | Thenne they ranne alle for to see the syght & asked  foryeveness
of  theyr ygnoraunce and trespaas. (LA, fol. 181r)

Likewise at the death of  St Margaret Pelagius, the monks and nuns who discov-
ered her to be a female virgin �were penytente | & hadde grete repentaunce of
that whiche they had done� (fol. 318v).18 The unmasking and death of  Parthenia
in New Arcadia have a similar effect. Amphialus, her unwitting vanquisher, �was
astonished with grief, compassion and shame, detesting his fortune that made
him unfortunate in victory�, and withdraws from the scene �with a heart
oppressed with grief �. Her waiting-women, too, �fell to cast dust upon their
heads, to tear their garments; all falling upon the earth and crying upon their
sweet mistress� (NA, pp. 528� 29).

Sidney dwells upon the painful wounds in� icted upon Parthenia�s body:
her neck, a neck indeed of  alabaster, displaying the wound, which with most dainty
blood laboured to drown his own beauties, so as here was a river of  purest red, there an
island of  perfectest white, each giving lustre to the other; with the sweet countenance,
God knows, full of  an unaffected languishing. (NA, p. 528)

By the time he was writing, there were Protestant martyrs as well as medieval
saints, and Parthenia�s willingness to undergo bodily suffering in pursuit of  her
vocation recalls not only precursors from the Legenda Aurea, but also more recent
post-Reformation heroines. Anne Askew was tortured and burned to death in
1546 for her adherence to doctrines too Protestant for the later Henrician
regime. John Foxe emphasizes the vulnerability of  Askew�s female body as he
recounts how one ofÞcial torturer refused to go on, �tenderyng the weakenes of
the woman�, whereupon two others took over. Askew told them to �do you[r]
willes upon me: and so quietly and patiently prayeng unto the Lord: she aboade
their tiranny, till her bones and joints almost were pluckt a sunder, in such sort,
as she was caried away in a chaire�. Foxe quotes a confession of  faith made by
Askew before her execution, in which she depicts herself  as a warrior for God,
and prays for her death to inspire penitence in her oppressors:
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18 Cf. the deaths of  St Theodora (fol. 211r) and St Pelagia (fol. 318r).
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O Lord, I have mo enemies now, then there be haires on my head. Yet Lord, let them
never overcome me with vaine words, but Þght thou Lord in my stead, for on thee cast
I my care [. . .] Open also thou their blynd hartes, that they may hereafter doe that thing
in thy sight, which is only acceptable before thee, and to set forth thy veritie aright,
without all vaine fantasies of  sinnefull men.19

Parthenia�s tragic fate recalls such Protestant martyrdoms as well as earlier
precursors, but seems particularly close to the medieval examples in the way that
Sidney aestheticizes her suffering and dying body. In the passage quoted above,
her alabaster neck and bloody wound, each giving lustre to the other, produce
a kind of  blazon, fragmenting her body and dwelling on each feature fetishisti-
cally. Sidney exhorts us to respond to her injuries with aesthetic appreciation and
even pleasure: �though these things to a grossly conceiving sense might seem
disgraces, yet indeed were they but apparelling beauty in a new fashion which,
all-looked-upon through the spectacles of  pity, did even increase the lines of  her
natural fairness� (NA, p. 528). Indeed, Parthenia Þrst entered the New Arcadia as
one scarred by love, when the jealous Demagoras �rubbed all over her face a
most horrible poison, the effect whereof  was such that never leper looked more
ugly than she did� (p. 90). In the medieval martyrologies the female body is
 similarly used as a text of  suffering and virtue, and its tenderness and beauty are
accentuated in displaced sexual assaults (the plucking out of  St Lucy�s eyes, the
twisting off  of  St Agatha�s breasts, and so on). A medieval account of  the torture
of  St Margaret of  Antioch particularly anticipates the demise of  Parthenia:
Þa awariede wiðerlahen leiden se luðerliche on hire leo� iche lich þet hit bree overall ant
liðerede o blode [. . .] Þe cwelleres leiden se luðerliche on hire lich þet tet blod bearst ut
ant strac adun of  hire bodi as streem deð of  welle [. . .] Alle þe þear weren, wepmen ba
ant wummen, remden of  reowðe and meanden þes meiden, and summe of  ham seiden:
�Margarete, Margarete [. . .] wa is us þet we seoð þi softe leo� iche lich toluken se
ladliche!�
The accursed villains laid on so violently that her fair skin was broken all over and
streamed with blood [. . .] The executioners laid on so cruelly that the blood burst out
and ran down her body like a stream from a spring [. . .] All those who were there, both
men and women, wept for compassion and pitied this maiden, and some of  them said:
�Margaret, Margaret [. . .] we are sorry to see your soft, lovely body so cruelly torn to
pieces!�20

Parthenia�s virtue is never seriously in question, partly because of  these many
echoes of  female martyrdoms both pre- and post-Reformation, and partly
because she is an example of  chaste wifehood, a female role particularly
commended by Protestant ideology. Medieval virgin saints often declare them-
selves to be the bride of  Christ, and go to their deaths as to a marriage. When
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19 John Foxe, Actes and Monuments, 2 vols (London: John Daye, 1583), II, 1239� 40.
20 �Seinte Margarete� (early thirteenth century), in Medieval English Prose for Women, ed. by Bella Millett and

Jocelyn Wogan-Browne (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), pp. 44� 85 (pp. 52� 53).
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St Agnes in the Legenda Aurea is wooed by a young man, she rebuffs him on the
grounds of  her pre-contract to Christ:
knowe thou that I am prevented | and am loved of  another lover | whych hath gyven
to me many better Iewellis | whych hath fyanced me by his fayth [. . .] yf  I abyde wyth
hym | I wyl have none other spowse but hym | I wyl seche none other | In no maner
may I leve hym | wyth hym am I ferme and fastned in love [. . .] I am now embraced
of  hym [. . .] whos love is chastyte | To hym I have gyven my faith | To hym I haue
comanded my herte. (LA, fol. 119v)

Parthenia, at her death, con� ates her devotion to her husband Argalus with her
devotion to God, and in so doing casts her eyes up to heaven in saintlike fashion:
�O life, O death, answer for me, that my thoughts have not so much as in a dream tasted
any comfort since they were deprived of  Argalus. I come, my Argalus, I come, and, O
God, hide my faults in thy mercies, and grant, as I feel thou dost grant, that in thy eternal
love, we may love each other eternally. And this, O Lord� �  but there Atropos cut off
her sentence: for with that, casting up both eyes and hands to the skies, the noble soul
departed (one might well assure himself) to heaven, which left the body in so heavenly
a demeanour. (NA, p. 529)

Protestantism has raised human marriage itself  to a sacred vocation, and
 transferred to it the pre-Reformation rhetoric of  the bride of  Christ.

However, when an unmarried woman travels and cross-dresses in pursuit of  the
man she loves, authors of  Þction have to work harder to assert their virtue, as in
the case of  Sidney�s Zelmane. In the New Arcadia Pyrocles as warrior woman
chooses his name in homage to a deceased female page. He recounts how, when
this real Zelmane fell sick and made a dying confession, her main concern was
that she should not be deemed immodest:
�For your sake myself  have become of  a princess, a page, and for your sake have put off
the apparel of  a woman, and (if  you judge not more mercifully) the modesty [. . .] It
sufÞceth me that the strange course I have taken shall to your remembrance witness my
love; and yet this breaking of  my heart, before I would discover my pain, will make you,
I hope, think that I was not altogether unmodest� [. . .] often desiring me not to condemn
her of  lightness, in mine arms she delivered her pure soul to the purest place. (NA, p. 367)

The narrative contends with the assumption that a cross-dressing female
 traveller is immodest and �light�. Atonement is made not only through Zelmane�s
death, but also through emphasis on her self-abasement and sacriÞce. Even as
she lies dying in her beloved�s arms, she calls him �master�; and she calls
 attention to �these polled locks of  mine (which, while they were long, were the
ornament of  my sex, now in their short curls, the testimony of  my servitude)�,
and to �the service I have done you (which God knows hath been full of  love)�
(p. 366).

Mary Wroth�s treatment of  women who travel for love in the Urania, as with
many features of  that work, is intriguingly similar to, yet different from, that of
her uncle in the Arcadia. When Nereana arrives to visit and inspect Pamphilia,
her rival for the love of  Steriamus, Pamphilia is politely disparaging:
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in truth I am sorry, that such a Lady should take so great and painefull a voyage, to so
fond an end, being the Þrst that ever I heard of, who took so Knight-like a search in
hand; men being us�d to follow scornefull Ladies, but you to wander after a passionate,
or disdainefull Prince, it is great pitie for you [. . .] These words were spoken so, as,
though proud Nereana were nettled with them, yet could she not in her judgement Þnde
fault openly with them, but rather sufferd them with double force to bite, inwardly
working upon her pride-Þld heart, and that in her eyes she a little shewed, though she
suffered her knees somewhat to bow in reverence to her.21

Pamphilia�s remarks may seem to the reader to be somewhat inconsistent; after
all, Pamphilia herself  travels widely through far-� ung realms, encountering
diverse adventures along the way. It seems that Nereana�s misconduct is in
openly announcing herself  to be travelling in quest of  a man, and in failing to
disguise herself  and embrace suffering in order to do so.

Although Pamphilia never demeans herself  by adopting male disguise, she is
certainly committed to the role of  martyr for love, remaining constant and
enduring in silence as her beloved, Amphilanthus, repeatedly deserts her for
adventures that often involve amorous entanglements with other women. Mean-
while other women in inset narratives of  the Urania do dress as men to travel for
love. At one point an unnamed melancholy gentleman describes to Ollorandus
how he  foolishly abandoned his Þrst love, who subsequently disguised herself  as
a youth to help him escape from prison. She was mortally injured in a fall from
a horse, and revealed herself  and her constancy as she died in his arms, echoing
Sidney�s Zelmane:
I am to tell now the cause of  my service: Love (my Lord) hath brought me to this [. . .]
censure me then a lover and not immodest, no disguise could ever disguise me, but still
I lov�d you, nor put I any on but for your good, and so forced to alter my habits, what
have I taken but habits of  the much worthier Sexe? The noblier to serve you, not out of
any wantonnesse, which heaven can witnesse. (U1, pp. 446� 47)

This female page achieves only brief  companionship with her beloved; more
successful in her quest is Isabella in the manuscript continuation of  the Urania.
Having been abandoned by her lover, Drusio, she sets off  in quest of  him, is
attacked by robbers in a wood, and disguises herself  as a youth named Lusio.
Her virtuous suffering is marked on her body: Polarchos, one of  the central
 characters of  the Urania, comes across Lusio and describes him as �this battered
youth� who is �soe sunn-burnt and love-beaten in hart as broken the boundes of
civilitie to torment soe sweete a loving creature�.22 For a time Lusio travels with
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21 Mary Wroth, The First Part of  The Countess of  Montgomery’s Urania (1621), ed. by Josephine A. Roberts, 2nd
edn (Tempe: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2005), p. 194. Subsequent references are
to this edition (designated �U1�) and will be given in the text.

22 Mary Wroth, The Second Part of  The Countess of  Montgomery’s Urania, ed. by Josephine A. Roberts, with
Suzanne Gossett and Janel Mueller (Tempe, AZ: Renaissance English Text Society with Arizona Center for
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 1999), p. 283. Subsequent references are to this edition (designated �U2�,)
and will be given in the text.
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Polarchos as his page, until events conspire to bring her to be imprisoned with
Drusio, her faithless lover, then in turn to accompany him as his page. A
sequence of  typical romance events �  a storm at sea, an encounter with pirates
�  leads Lusio and Drusio to be separated and to Þnd themselves Þghting on
opposing sides in a war, which throws them into one-to-one combat. Drusio has
not yet recognized Lusio, yet Þnds himself  strangely unable to raise his hand
against his unknown young adversary. Seeing this, the youth questions him
intently about the abandoned Isabella. Drusio eloquently protests his remorse
and his love for Isabella, adopting the religious rhetoric of  the Petrarchan lover:
�What doe I here, a hope that she may live? O! were she on earthe, to meane a
biding for such a Saint-like creature [. . .] My hart and soule heer offers
 sacriÞce unto her holy shrine� (U2, p. 375). The youth throws off  his helmet,
revealing that he is Lusio, and that Lusio in turn is Isabella. For once all ends
happily, not in martyr-like death but in marriage.23

The concluding shift of  this tale from a tragic to a comic register is somewhat
abrupt, and is made even more unstable in tone by the responses of  Polarchos
and Amphilanthus, to whom Drusio narrates his story. Amphilanthus indulges
in some comradely teasing of  Polarchos about the failure of  his usual power to
sniff  out and seduce women, as he travelled with his female page Lusio in
 ignorance and innocence. Polarchos, he insinuates, could have provided
Lusio/Isabella with some comfort of  a decidedly physical kind:
how comes itt that you, accounted the onely skillfull knight to ravish Ladys harts to his
owne boe, cowld nott Þnde out this secret? Butt keepe soe faire a Lady in disguise without
injoying the meanes to bring her to comfort, though nott by seeking harme to her, butt
sooner to bring her to hapines by beeing knowne. (U2, p. 376)

This jocular and somewhat leering evaluation of  the female page as sexual
object and sexual opportunity is more like Donne than Sidney. Polarchos agrees
that the story would have ended differently if  he had detected Isabella�s true sex:
�truly such beauty would have tempted mee shrewdly, and I must confess I did
bear the youthe more then an usuall affection to mankinde�. Her virginity was
preserved, he explains, because heaven protected her, leading us back towards
the familiar conventions of  the Renaissance romances, which are, in effect,
 secularized saints� tales. Yet the tone shifts unsettlingly again as Polarchos gives
further reasons for his failure as a ravisher that are more banal and even comical:
�such was the rareness of  accidents that still fell out as I had scarce leasure to
think on any thing butt business. Beesids I ame olde now and youthfull pass[i]ons
very much moderated (though against my will) in mee.� So, he wishes he had
seduced Isabella, but having acknowledged his fading virility he turns to wish
Drusio all happiness with her. The reader is unsure how to react as the
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23 For the full story of  Isabella and Drusio see U2, pp. 283� 86, 289� 93, 296, 369� 76.
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 fortunate nuptial outcome is bathetically attributed to Polarchos�s wilting
potency more than to Isabella�s saintlike purity (U2, p. 376). This recognition
that the central characters of  the Urania are ageing and failing in their powers
is typical of  its manuscript continuation, which has a general air of  amused
maturity and wry nostalgia. Also typical is the treatment of  conventional
romance motifs in a decadent and parodic manner, as seems to be the case here
in this idiosyncratic and tragicomic treatment of  a female page narrative.

In all these diverse instances, the cross-dressed female traveller is a morally
ambiguous Þgure: driven by desire, yet chaste in her monogamous devotion;
sexually vulnerable yet Þercely assertive of  her virginity; often eroticized by her
masculine attire, yet also deploying that attire as a protective shield. In the case
of  the female page, she is brought into close intimacy with her master-lover, but
at the same time divided from him by her masculine identity, a condition that
she suffers self-denyingly and in silence. For many of  these characters, their
predicament is resolved by the introduction of  a double of  the opposite sex who
becomes the female page�s or warrior woman�s substitute and thereby unlocks
the erotic impasse. In Orlando Furioso Rogero is puzzled when his warrior-woman
mistress, Bradamant, greets him as a stranger:

Rogero musing to himselfe doth say
What meaneth this so straunge congratulation?
In face, in shape, in gesture, in array
This is my love: I see no alteration,
Yet strange it is her voice should be so changed,
More strange that she from me is so estranged. (OF, XXV. 14)

In fact it is Bradamant�s twin brother, Richardetto, who explains,
My mother at one byrth bare her and me,
And we be both so like that now and then
Our servants, yea our father and our mother,
Have tane us in exchange the tone for tother. (XXV. 16)

They were also �tane [. . .] in exchange the tone for tother� by a lady named
Fiordespina, who fell despairingly in love with Bradamant but was satisÞed by
Richardetto, who came to her disguised as Bradamant then pretended to be
magically transformed into a man, on the model of  Ovid�s Iphis.24 Similarly, the
erotic entanglements of  Riche�s �Of  Apolonius and Silla� are resolved when
Silla�s brother Silvio arrives to take her place as Julina�s husband, and she is
thereby revealed and released to marry Apolonius. Another story in Riche�s
Farewell to Military Profession, �Of  Phylotus and Emelia�, follows the model of  Iphis
and Ianthe even more closely. Emelia � ees from her father�s house in male
clothing to escape enforced marriage to Phylotus, a rich old man, and elope with
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24 OF, XXV. 18 � 61; Ovid, The Metamorphoses: A New Verse Translation, trans. by David Raeburn, introduction by
Denis Feeney (London: Penguin, 2004), IX. 666� 797.
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her young lover Flanio. Her brother Phylerno, disguised as a woman, takes
Emelia�s place as Phylotus�s bride, violently beats him into submission, and
seduces his daughter Brisilla with another Iphis-like transformation, even telling
the story from Ovid as part of  the seduction:
receive thy loving friend that today was appointed to be thy father�s wife, but now conse-
crated by the goddess to be thy loving husband, and herewithal embracing Brisilla in his
arms, she perceived indeed that Emelia was perfectly metamorphosed, which contented
her very well, thinking herself  a thrice happy woman to light of  such a bedfellow. (FMP,
p. 305)

Riche offers comical narratives of  sexual tricks and sexual satisfactions,
drawing not only on Ovid and Ariosto but also on Italian comic drama, in which
young lovers cunningly outwit foolish old fathers and husbands, and on the
Italian and French novella traditions.25 The substitutions in these works create
complex mirrorings and multiplications before settling into satisfying symmetri-
cal pairings-off. In the process, the Þxity of  gender and of  identity is called into
question. Lodge�s Rosalynd, having undergone displacement and disguise, Þnds
herself  playing Ganymede playing herself; she becomes her own double.26 In
the Arcadia, by contrast, the original Zelmane is not rescued by a double; instead,
her death produces a double, but whereas the true Zelmane was a devoted
female page, Pyrocles as Zelmane is an Amazon, a far more aggressive and
 transgressive female traveller. Like Ariosto�s Richardetto and Riche�s Phylerno,
Pyrocles uses his female disguise to gain intimacy with the woman he seeks to
woo. While female travellers use male disguise to defend their chastity, men
impersonate them in order to assail female chastity. Along the way, a maelstrom
of  multidirectional erotic forces may be unleashed, as in the case of  Pyrocles/
Zelmane, who is desired by Philoclea (Þrst as a woman, then as a man), by
Basilius (as a woman), and by Gynecia (as a man). Just as warrior women and
female pages may excite homoerotic feelings in men (who gain intimacy with a
Þgure they believe to be a boy) and in women (who fall for a pretty boy who is
in fact of  their own sex), so the cross-dressed man may inspire desire in all the
potential partners of  whichever sex he encounters. Desire becomes poly -
morphous; and identity blurs as oppositely sexed doubles substitute for one
another as lovers, and individuals perform different erotic roles in different
guises.

Frequently this erotic chaos is catalysed by the Þgure of  the cross-dressed
female traveller. Her moral ambiguity arises directly from her displacement from
her proper location, combined with the duplicity of  her disguise. She is double
in identity �  Silla/Silvio, Zelmane/Daiphantus, Isabella/Lusio �  and double
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25 Beecher, Introduction to Riche, FMP, p. 75.
26 Thomas Lodge, Rosalynd (1590), ed. by Brian Nellist (Keele: Ryburn Publishing, 1995).
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in gender, a girl� boy, and often brings with her an oppositely sexed double,
generating dizzying patterns of  substitution and replication. These in turn
generate multiple narrative strands and multiple intersecting and overlapping
currents of  desire. In short, the cross-dressing travelling woman is a source of
moral and narrative turbulence. She disrupts the world of  romance, and at the
same time is central and essential to it. Indeed, in her narrative generativity, in
her moral plurality, in her fusion of  sacred and erotic narrative traditions, and
in her mobility of  all kinds, she could even be said to be a personiÞcation of  the
genre of  romance.
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